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Kitchen Open Until 2am Everyday
the video sound on or off
map marker pin7539 Wornall Road, Kansas City, MO 64114
View 7539 Wornall Road, Kansas City, MO 64114 on Google maps - opens in a new tab


About us
Home of Das Boot	®
Enjoy 84oz of your favorite draft beer served in a glass boot!
Waldo's flagship tavern, Lew's Grill & Bar, is open every day until 3 AM, with food available until 2 AM Lots of TVs and all the satellite sports packages make it a great place to watch the game. Indoor/Outdoor Dining with open air windows and heated, covered patio. Casual and friendly, it's a neighborhood favorite. Lew's Grill and Bar -- where friends meet in Waldo!


                    about us                                      






Order online
Our menu, wherever you want it
Treat yourself to your favorites, wherever you are!
Order now
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Events
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TUESDAY TRIVIA
Tuesday April 9th

Every Tuesday
• Hosted by Big 5 Trivia
• Prizes 
• Food & Drink Specials
•  5 Rounds of FREE Trivia
• General Knowledge, Sound Rounds and Unique Weekly Theme Rounds
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WEDNESDAY KARAOKE
Wednesday April 10th

Every Wednesday
Karaoke Night
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Assorted vodka bottles
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Grilled strip steak, with garlic herb butter, and fries
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A glass of stout
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Moscow Mule
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Firecracker Shrimp
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Birria tacos
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Various food and drinks
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Double cheeseburger and fries
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Fish tacos, with pico de gallo, lettuce, cotija cheese and...
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Nachos, with cheddar, pico, scallions, jalapenos, lettuce, sour...
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Korean Philly, with seared ribeye, gochujang, Swiss, kimchi, and...
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A glass of beer
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Vegan Chicken Sandwich, and salad
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Meatloaf, with brown gravy, garlic mashed potatoes, green beans, and...


[image: Breaded pork tenderloin sandwich, with tomato, lettuce, onion, pickles, and fries.]
Breaded pork tenderloin sandwich, with tomato, lettuce, onion,...
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Triple decker bacon cheeseburger and fries
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Interior, dining area
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Interior, bar area
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Reviews
Review by - Google

                  James C:
                  


Great little bar and grill for one of your stops out in the town. Friendly people and patrons all around.



Review by - Google

                  Rob B:
                  


The food was good, and they served a well poured Guinness. The server was very attentive and helpful with gluten free options.



Review by - Google

                  Christopher J:
                  


I love Lews. Had 3 steaks in 2 days...loved the experience. The steak was perfect all 3 times. Will be back tonight for another!!!



Review by - Google

                  Damitdon K:
                  


Lew's has been a staple in Waldo nearly as long as I can remember. Definitely a neighborhood favorite. Good drink prices and excellent food, especially their take on macaroni and cheese. I highly recommend it!



Review by - Google

                  D J:
                  


Bar was packed. Royals game was on the tube. I slid in at the bar and ordered the daily special. Chicken fried chicken with mashed potatoes w/ green beans and a biscuit. Phenomenally fast service. Food was great.
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E-CLUB
Sign up for our newsletter & get other exclusive offers and invites!
Sign Up for e-club








Location

Historic Waldo
7539 Wornall Road
Kansas City, MO
64114


Hours

Open Seven Days a Week,
365 Days a Year!
Open 11 AM - 3 AM Daily
with Full Menu til 2 AM Daily


Find us on...

Twitter/ X pageFacebook pageInstagram page

Contact UsFeedbackCharitable Giving
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


